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DECMIL AWARDED HASTINGS TERMINAL
EXPANSION CONTRACT
▪
▪
▪

$27.3M design and construct contract
Hastings Fuel Terminal in Victoria operated by United Terminals
Strengthening Decmil’s capability in turnkey fuel infrastructure

Decmil Group Limited (ASX: DCG) (“Decmil”) has been awarded the Hastings Terminal
Expansion Contract for United Terminals (“United”).
The contract, which is worth $27.3 million, has been awarded to the Group’s wholly owned
subsidiary, Eastcoast Development Engineering Pty Ltd (“EDE”) and will be commencing
shortly.
The expansion will include the construction of two new 25ML flammable storage tanks,
extension to the existing loading gantry, associated product pumps, piping and fire protection
systems and a further replacement of two existing tank rooves.
EDE has also been selected to undertake the design and construction of the related
infrastructure for the development, including civil, structural, mechanical, piping, and electrical
and instrumentation works.
“The win further strengthens our position in the oil & gas industry, in particular fuel
infrastructure, which has been an increasing focus for the Group since the acquisition of EDE in
2013. We look forward to expanding our presence, not only in fuel infrastructure, but also in
maintenance and other related services for the fuel infrastructure and LNG sectors”, said
Decmil CEO and Managing Director Scott Criddle.
About Decmil
Decmil Group Limited (DGL) offers a diversified range of services to the Australian resources and
infrastructure industries. Companies within the group specialise in design, engineering and construction;
accommodation services; mechanical fabrication; maintenance and telecommunications. Listed on the
Australian Securities Exchange (ASX Code: DCG), Decmil’s goal is to maximise returns from our
operations to deliver value to our shareholders, clients and other stakeholders.
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